The selection & application of free
prediction models for drug discovery
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scope
Sources of in silico models

Assessing model quality in series optimisation
Model quality in general
Models & HTS triage
Lipophilicity
Tautomers
Disclaimer: There are lots of opinions on this topic, these are ours….
With many thanks to Caroline Low & Alexander Alex
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Scope
•
•
•

Models of pharmacokinetics & toxicity
Activity models, docking and scoring are not explicitly
considered though many of the principles will be applicable

A selection of models & tools, the list is not exhaustive
specific models

general ‘models’

brain penetration
solubility

lipophilicity
druglikeness
pKa

toxicity

metabolism

absorption/efflux
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Models, models, models
octanol
water
metabolism
logP

kinetic
solubility
cytotoxicity
• We use a multitude of models in drug discovery
• Many are experimentally derived ‘surrogate endpoints’ that we hope will
correlate with something useful in human
• in silico models are often predictions of the surrogate endpoints
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Example software & in silico models
(not an exhaustive list)
DataWarrior1

swissADME2

ChemBench3

StarDrop4

openmolecules.org

swissadme.ch

chembench.mml.unc.edu/
prediction.action

optibrium.com

• logP
• solubility

1.
2.
3.
4.

• logP
• 6 methods
• solubility
• 3 methods
• absorption
• GI
• BBB
• skin
• Pgp
• Cyps (5)

• 125 models
including:
• BBB
• tox (various)
• PPB
• skin
permeability
• Transporters

• logP
• logD7.4
• solubility
• aq
• PBS pH7.4
• HIA
• BBB
• P450 affinities
• Pgp
• hERG
• PPB

Free
Free but require users to upload smiles to website
Free but registration required & users need to upload structure to website
Used by many of the people who are frequent attenders of these meetings

https://www.mmv.org/research-development/computational-chemistry/global-health-compound-design-webinars
Links to webinars on DataWarrior, swissADME & StarDrop
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How good is the model?

• “Essentially, all models are wrong, but
some are useful”

• We have not focussed on model
‘accuracy’ or guidelines for their
construction*

George Box

• Which compounds to assess the model

•

on??
Your compounds are the ones that
matter

* Excellent reference for anyone wanting to do that, J Med Chem. 2014 June 26;
57(12): 4977–5010, doi:10.1021/jm4004285 NIH free author version:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24351051
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How good does the model need to be?

•
•

Context is R&D
productivity
Authors theorise that an
improvement in r of 0.1
(eg from 0.5 to 0.6) is
worth more than a 10
fold increase in
throughput
A – drug discovery in the 1930s
B – drug discovery in 2000s
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0147215
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Proposed decision tree for property prediction
‘within a series’
Do you have measured values for the endpoint in this series??
1 to 5

6+ with good diversity
across series

Measure some

Predict vs actual

Predict vs actual

Pick examples from across
the series, include a range of
lipophilicities

Too few examples for useful
statistical analysis

Carry out some simple tests

None

Agreement?
Model consensus?
Several different models
predict similar values

Good
correlation

Too few examples for statistical
rigour, but several examples with
spread of chemical space within
the series is encouraging.

Data base searches
(but models MAY have
been trained on that data)

Disagreement?

Unknowns similar to those predicted well
As good as it gets in prediction confidence. Check
this is maintained over time with example
compounds.

Unknowns dissimilar to those predicted
A good correlation here is unreliable. Need to test
compounds from this ‘subseries’ to be more
confident of good prediction

Model confidence /
applicability domain

Easier – chance to
‘get away with’ fewer
measured examples

Poor
correlation

How well predicted
is that endpoint
generally?

Models where logP is big component

Difficult – probably
need > 6 well
predicted analogues
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What’s a series (for this purpose)?
?
?

??

?
?

compounds predicted well by model
compounds similar enough in structure to be predicted well by same model
compounds for which prediction may not be very good

What’s a series?
• Compounds with same core/broadly similar
(charge state) R groups
• Around 20% or higher on the ‘belief theory’ axis
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To log or not to log

• Concentration – log

• or pKi/pIC50 (= - log10(concentration in M)
• eg IC50 = 10nM, pIC50 = 8

• logP, logD, pKa, pH – don’t log
• % inhibition – don’t log
• PPB, probably log (you’re usually interested in
90+ % binding)

• time – usually not, but sometimes better to
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Some statistical tests to check for
predictivity*

If you get good stats AND your
compounds are similar to well
predicted compounds, model
likely to be useful

•
•

•

Mean error
Correlation – comparison of
two variable numbers eg logP
with clearance

Scatter plots with different values of
Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ or r)

Classification – Categorical
answers (High/Medium/Low
etc), eg hERG risk with charge
type
Confusion matrix
* Not a definitive or rigourous guide, but hopefully a useful primer
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Example: Solubility
From Solubility challenge
Predicting Physicochemical properties and
in vitro ADME endpoints in Drug Discovery
(October 2016 GHCD webinar)

https://youtu.be/tdZPeZhEuYo

Prof Jonathan Goodman
Can you predict solubilities of 32 molecules using a database of 100 reliable
measurements?
Antonio Llinas, Robert Glen and Jonathan Goodman
University of Cambridge

Data available from http://wwwjmg.ch.cam.ac.uk/data/solubility/

J. Chem. Inf. Model., 2008, 48 (7), pp 1289–1303
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Predictions of solubility

• clogS calculation in DataWarrior
(http://www.openmolecules.org/properties/properties.html#clogs)
Actual

Prediction
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Unsigned error (=sqrt(error2)
Error (=actual – predicted)
In Data Warrior (Data/Add calculated values)
Mean unsigned error = 0.80*
Median unsigned error = 0.62
91% error < 1 (ie 10 fold in solubility)

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
* Mean (red) and median (black) available using Box/Whisker plots in DW
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solubility vs unsigned error in
prediction of DW clogS
Errors potentially larger at the
extremes of solubility
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•
•

Mean error ~ 0
Apparent bias towards under-estimation of both
good & poor solubility
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Correlation – interpreting r
•
•
•
•

Pearson correlation
coefficient

•
•

r for sample
r for population

Measure of association
between two variables
+1 or -1 = straight line
Caution:

•
•
•

2 points will give you +1 or -1
Assumes correlation is linear
Does not imply y=x
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Correlations with solubility data

DataWarrior

•

http://www.swissadme.ch/

Is it a ‘strong’ correlation

•
•

Is it statistically significant? (ie how likely is it that it could have
arisen by chance)
Is it useful?
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Different Example: Plasma protein binding
Human Serum
Albumin (MW=~70 kDa)
Unbound
Drug

Rapid
equilibrium

HSA-Bound
Drug

+
Reversible

•
•
•
•
1

‘Free drug hypothesis’
• only free drug moves across cell membranes, binds target and is available for
clearance enzymes
Extent
• Fraction unbound (fu) varies from 1 -> 0 (all bound)
• Can be saturable, depends on binding of protein (eg HSA, a-AGP) & drug
Marked differences can occur between species
PK Tool uses standard methodology of unbound clearance & volume for allometric
scaling & dose prediction.
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PK Tool reminder
video: https://youtu.be/2D_3EGvAiOg
intro + links: https://goo.gl/zPqyrl

Input values from in vivo
& in vitro ADME/PK
experiments here

Which
combined
with options
chosen here

Generate graphical summaries & key
numerical values for properties here
(Ka, t½ F, fu, Vdss & Cl)

Produces dose prediction &
graphical output here

Need to know PPB/Fu to calculate free drug
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m_plasma protein (free fraction)
polar pro-drug group handled very differently by
cLogP (DataWarrior) and SlogP (ScienceCloud)

DataWarrior

ScienceCloud
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with pro-drugs removed
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Pearson correlation coefficient & statistical
significance
Excel function for Pearson = CORREL(E2:E112,F2:F112)
How likely is it that this r value could have arisen by
chance?
• test for significance
• 2 steps

1.

order unimportant
rx,y = ry,x

calc t value (n=23 here)

t=11.98

2.

Use t test tables to determine how significant 0.934
is for 23 samples
In excel = T.DIST.2T(t,n-2)
p << 0.0001

Correlation is highly significant, SlogP can be used to estimate mPPB_Fu
for analogues (but not pro-drugs). Particularly useful at very low Fu
(hard to measure very low Fu)
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To save you some maths:
r vs n & statistical significance
values are the p value (loosely, the probability that the r value might be observed by chance)
number of observations
3

r value

4

5

correlation might well (≥ 10%
chance) have arisen by chance
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7

8

9

10

12

15

20

40

100

0.1 0.936 0.900 0.873 0.851 0.831 0.814 0.798 0.783 0.757 0.723 0.675 0.539 0.322
0.2 0.872 0.800 0.747 0.704 0.667 0.635 0.606 0.580 0.533 0.475 0.398 0.216 0.046
0.3 0.806 0.700 0.624 0.564 0.513 0.470 0.433 0.400 0.343 0.277 0.199 0.060 0.002
0.4 0.738 0.600 0.505 0.432 0.374 0.326 0.286 0.252 0.198 0.140 0.081 0.011 0.000
0.5 0.667 0.500 0.391 0.313 0.253 0.207 0.170 0.141 0.098 0.058 0.025 0.001 0.000
0.6 0.590 0.400 0.285 0.208 0.154 0.116 0.088 0.067 0.039 0.018 0.005 0.000 0.000
0.7 0.506 0.300 0.188 0.122 0.080 0.053 0.036 0.024 0.011 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.000

0.8 0.410 0.200 0.104 0.056 0.031 0.017 0.010 0.005 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

PPB_Fu vs SlogP
example

0.9 0.287 0.100 0.037 0.015 0.006 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.99 0.090 0.010 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

moderate (90% - 99%) confidence
it didn’t arise by chance

•
•
•

high (≥ 99%) confidence it didn’t arise by chance

There is no ‘right’ answer for what p is acceptable, although 95% (p < 0.05) is often used
If you are testing a single model/variable you might consider a number closer to 0.05-0.1
If you are ‘randomly’ testing the association between lots of parameters and your
experimental value you need very high confidence (p < 0.01 or less)
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Another example
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A simple cutoff of 0.6 splits the 10
experimental values into two groups

r = - 0.756
t = 3.7
p = 0.004
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•
•
•

These are actually two
sets of 10 random
numbers
The best from 50 sets
Next best sets below

r = - 0.756
t = 5.29
p = 0.0007

p=0.02

p=0.05
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Data Warrior calculates r for
you, but not significance

Or right click on a scatter plot
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Confusion matrix

• Useful to examine the predictivity of
classification models
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Example: ‘Rule of 5’ and oral vs
parenteral drugs*
•
•
•

Data Warrior Approved
Drugs2015
847 compounds with oral
and parenteral route
Calc Ro5

•

MWt ≤ 500, ClogP≤5, HBD
≤ 10, HBA ≤ 5

*For demonstration of the stats, not intended as
guidance for designing oral or parenteral drugs
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Example: ‘Rule of 5’ and oral vs
parenteral drugs*
Oral & both
Rule of 5
Fail at least 1
Column total

Parenteral (not-oral) Row total
638
65
703
95

49

144

733

114

847

Proportion of parenteral drugs in set

0.13

Proportion of parenteral if fail Ro5

0.34

Proportion of parenteral if Ro5

0.09

~ 4 fold difference

Distribution in table is highly significant (<0.001)
Expected distribution if no association between Ro5 &
likelihood of being orally available
Oral & both

Parenteral (not-oral)

Rule of 5

608

95

Fail at least 1

125

19

*For demonstration of the stats, not intended as
guidance for designing oral or parenteral drugs
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Lots more fun to be had…

• calculation of statistical significance:
• http://vassarstats.net/tab2x2.html
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Deriving classification from numbers

• Example: use of
hepatocyte
clearance to predict
in vivo clearance

0.777 with 37 observations, p << 0.0001
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Deriving classification from numbers
in vivo Cl < 1

in vivo Cl > 1

mHEP Cl <10

15

7

mHEP Cl > 10

1

14

FP

TN

TP

FN

Highly statistically significant
Proportion of low clearance (< 1 L/h/kg) =
16/37 = 43%
Progress compounds with mHEP Cl < 10
Proportion with low clearance = 15/22 =
68%
Only miss 1 of the 16
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Deriving classification from numbers
Caution: usually very sensitive to boundaries
in vivo Cl < 1.5 in vivo Cl > 1.5
mHEP Cl < 9

17

4

mHEP Cl > 9

3

13

FP

TN

TP

FN

Highly statistically significant
Proportion of low clearance (< 1 L/h/kg) =
20/37 = 43%
Progress compounds with mHEP Cl < 10
Proportion with low clearance = 17/21 =
81%
Now miss 3 of 20 low clearance
compounds
•
•

If you have numbers, use them (not just a classification based on them) – and
look at the scatter graph.
To make decisions you may need cutoffs (or MPO), but do think about how
sensitive your results will be if you just change the cutoffs a bit
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Summary so far…

• Drug discovery employs models (in the widest
sense) at every step from idea to clinical trial

• You do HAVE to make decisions
• Try NOT to trade high volume for poor
predictive value

• r value & statistical significance can help
determine how good your model is FOR YOUR
COMPOUNDS
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…A few more things about model quality

• Y-scrambling
• Large datasets & statistical significance
• Dynamic range
• The error landscape
• Applicability Domain
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Y-scrambling
•
•
•

If (and it’s not recommended….) you are interested in
comparing lots of potential more or less random potential
predictors of your endpoint
Big risk of ‘over-fitting’, coming across a chance association
Try Y-scrambling (Y-randomization), steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

(eg) in excel create a copy of your experimental value column
add a column of random numbers (=rand())
sort the new value column & random number column (only)
repeat your analysis, starting with the full set of (real) predictors
• do any (different) set of predictors show a pattern with the scrambled Y
value??
• If so, your original ‘model’ is almost certainly worthless
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Large datasets & statistical significance
•
•

just because the correlation is significant doesn’t mean it’s useful

Data Warrior Approved Drugs 2015 set
This very small association between MWt & daily dose (mg) is
actually statistically significant (p=0.017) – but probably not
very useful in minimising dose
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Dynamic range in experiment &
prediction
•
•

Experimental or predicted
values may not be very
different across the dataset
Need to make measurements
of a wider range of compounds
to draw meaningful
conclusions

Half-life range only a factor of 5
Experimental variation probably at least 2-3 fold
LogP range small too
=> test some with wider logP range
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The Error Landscape

Error

Trivial Model (mean value, noise ‘ceiling’
must do better than this!)

poor models

Model 2
Model 1
good models

Experimental reproducibility (noise ‘floor’)

0
Modified from insights communicated by Jim Metz
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Applicability domain
•
•

“the response and chemical structure space in which
the model makes predictions with a given reliability”*
Depends in large part on:

•
•

model training set
-> larger & more diverse expect larger applicability domain

descriptors
-> physchem properties, expect larger applicability domain

•

Large applicability domain ≠ accurate predictions

* Quoted in, J Med Chem. 2014 June 26; 57(12): 4977–5010,
doi:10.1021/jm4004285 NIH free author version:
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24351051
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Model application

• Assess models (and experimental surrogates
for costlier assays) for your compounds

• Apply them to novel analogues when you
have confidence in their predictive power

• Keep testing some examples, especially
diverse compounds from the series

• What about HTS?
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Triaging HTS results with physchem properties
Unless you have a very specific need, suggest physchem props (if necessary) are used
• Significantly outside Rule of 5 -> modest prediction for quite a few issues relevant
in global health.
=> Poor absorption, insolubility, poor PK
256,263
Initial
Library

Screening and hit evaluation of a chemical library against blood-stage Plasmodium
falciparum Avery et al. (2014) Malaria J. 13:190
https://malariajournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1475-2875-13-190
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Malaria
phenotypic
screen

178
0.77%

• xLogP
• MCS clustering
• Assess known
pharmacology

MW < 600
xLogP <6
Neutral
Stereocentres <3
Fused aromatic rings <3
No Schiff bases
No Michael acceptor

132

physiochemical
properties
structural
chemical

Physicochemical
filters

61

• 33 clusters
• Resynthesis
• Testing

25
15
clusters
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Screening and hit evaluation of a chemical library against blood-stage
Plasmodium falciparum Avery et al. (2014) Malaria J. 13:190

pEC50

High logP
compounds
are not the
most active
here

XLogP
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Triaging HTS results with physchem properties
256,263
Initial
Library

Screening and hit evaluation of a chemical library against blood-stage Plasmodium
falciparum Avery et al. (2014) Malaria J. 13:190
https://malariajournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/1475-2875-13-190

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Malaria
phenotypic
screen

178
0.77%

• xLogP
• MCS clustering
• Assess known
pharmacology

MW < 600
xLogP <6
Neutral
Stereocentres <3
Fused aromatic rings <3
No Schiff bases
No Michael acceptor

132

physiochemical
properties

structural
chemical

Physicochemical
filters

61

• 33 clusters
• Resynthesis
• Testing

25
15
clusters

Assess known pharmacology – ie what biological properties do these & similar
compounds have, eg in ChEMBL:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3dj8mJNGGVk&feature=youtu.be (41 min
50s) or ChEMBL search in DataWarrior (Database/Search ChEMBL Database…)
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Lipophilicity
pH controlled

• Calculated methods for logP often used

• Different methods can be used (fragmental,
topological, physics based)*
• logD is harder, requires pKa estimation
• good free models hard to find – if you know of one, do
tell us!

• Each method can give very different answers
* SwissADME video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6doVRePMHEg&feature=youtu.be at 10
minutes
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Lipophilicity
•

Lipophicity correlates with properties relevant to
drug discovery

doi:10.1038/nrd3701
doi/abs/10.1021/cr60274a001

doi:10.1038/nrd3552

doi.org/10.1016/S0169-409X(00)00129-0
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/7355_2013_35
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calculated logP values can be very
different
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other considerations…
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web vs own machine
- what is your organisations IP policy?
•

Assumption: anything that goes out of
your organisation firewall / server /
machine could be seen by others, at the
organisation or through hacking

•

•
•

Website may explain their policy but best to
assume no guarantees of safety

Risk mitigation: you may not have to
enter your entire molecule to get a
useful answer
Some situations, eg ChEMBL allow you
to download their entire database (files
or virtual machine)
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Example: SwissADME

• SwissADME provides calculations of physicochemical and ADME properties
• Service created by Molecular Modelling Group of Swiss Institute for Bioinformatics
• Security aspects discussed by Antoine Daina and Vincent Zoete in June 2017 Global Health
Compound Design webinar
• Structures are loaded as Smiles
strings
• SIB could look at them, but don’t
• Their server should be secure
• External hacking is a potential risk

Webinar recording on YouTube
(https://youtu.be/6doVRePMHEg) or from MMV website
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5 individual
predictions of
LogP

Swissadme.ch
SwissADME: a free web tool to evaluate pharmacokinetics, drug-likeness and
medicinal chemistry friendliness of small molecules. Sci. Rep. (2017) 7:42717.
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•
•

What are the tautomeric
possibilities for your
molecule?
How are tautomers treated
by the model of interest?
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• Different tautomers have different clogPs (and
other properties)
eg phenytoin

•
•

Be consistent & things should be OK
Different story for docking, need to get the ‘right’ tautomer
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Decision making

• Medicinal chemists make decisions all the time
(what to make, what to prioritise for the next
assay in the screen sequence)

• The models may not be perfect…
…but medicinal chemists aren’t infallible either
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Absolute prediction of solubility (H/M/L)

•

7 models & 6 experienced medicinal chemists asked
to predict the solubility (High/Medium/Low) for 144
compounds (from malaria box)
0.8
0.7
0.6

Kohen’s Kappa –
high is good
(weighted score
of 3x3 truth
table)

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
-1E-15
0
-0.1
-0.2

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

Models

H

H

H

H

H

H

MW logP

Humans

-0.3
-0.4

-0.5
-0.6
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Conclusions

• Assess model performance for your
compounds

• Maximise the quality of decision making
‘models’ over high throughput

• in silico models
• decision making assays

• Several sources of free models & good tools to
investigate
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backups
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kinetic & thermodynamic solubility
logS_kin

Kinetic solubility, the
same or higher than
thermodynamic sol

log of kinetic
solubility (M)

Poor solubility

Good solubility
log of thermodynamic solubility (M)
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More on tautomers
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Molecular properties of tautomers
•
•
•

52 drugs from ChEMBL with a total of 150 tautomers
Range of 2-6 tautomers per molecule
Calculated properties
logP:
KNIME CDK XlogP
KNIME Rdkit SlogP
SwissADME MlogP
SwissADME XlogP3
SwissADME WlogP
SwissADME ilogP
SwissADME Silicos-IT logP

TPSA:
SwissADME TPSA
KNIME RDKit TPSA
Solubility:
SwissADME Ali logS
SwissADME Silicos-IT logS
SwissADME ESOL logS (solubility)
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LogP

• Most logP calculators have a max delta of ~1.5
log units (for different tautomers with the
same logP calculator)

• Much less for most molecules
• Max delta for any calculated logP ~ 2
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TPSA

• TPSA calculators are mostly with ~10 Å2
• Mostly less of no difference
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Calculated solubility

• Silicos-IT logS

• Max delta ~0.5 log units, mostly less

• ESOL logS

• Max delta ~0.75 log units, mostly less

• Ali LogS

• Max delta ~1.0 log units, mostly less
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Example ESOL logS
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